
ROLLABLE CORREX 
aka MAGICLAD is unique!
A semi-rigid exhibition panel that
will roll up and transport in a tube!

Hungry for innovation?

MANUFACTURED BY SHELL-CLAD



ROLLABLE CORREX
aka MAGICLAD roll panels
• Panel size 2440 x 1220 x 4mm

• Available in white or black

• Short flute (ie rolls to 1220mm)

TRADE PRICE: £25.00
RRP: £41.67 per (unprinted) panel

Packing tubes at £12.50 (nett)
Six unprinted panels per tube or

three printed panels per tube

Prices subject to carriage and VAT

Also SHELL-CLAD CLIPS
Designed to attach high impact seamless

graphics to shell schemes.

Compatible with most shell schemes around
the world including Octanorm, Sodem, all GES
systems, all Freeman systems, Modul, Nimlok,
SYMA, Ford+Barley, Click, Standex, Maxima,
Alusett, Unibox and many, many more.

Fittings include standard flat wall, internal 90˚

corner, square pillar corner, external 90˚ corner,

135˚ diagonal, non-return corner plus a few

other specials.

SHELL-CLAD IS NOT A ONE FITS ALL PRODUCT.

I magine what you could do with a print substrate
that rolled as well as banner material but was as

rigid as 5mm foamboard. A semi-rigid exhibition
panel that you can roll up and transport in a tube...
or wrap around a pillar... or shape
to any curved surface!

ROLLABLE CORREX (aka
Magiclad) is just such a
material. In a world
hungry for innovation,
Magiclad is truly
unique. It is the only
product we know of
that offers the joint
properties of rollability,
printability and rigidity.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

We manufacture Magiclad FOS from corrugated
polypropylene sheets (correx). One surface is
“fluted” to enable the sheets to roll, the other
surface retains a slightly ribbed finish (as correx).
By printing on 300 micron Opaljet (or equivalent)
and mounting, the ribbing completely disappears. 

Sheet size 2440 x 1220 x 4mm (ie 8’ x 4’). 

Available in white or black.

Magiclad - the name says it all

>>

Please call for details

Telephone 01825 872 390

Email gw@shell-clad.com

Web www.shell-clad.com

Introducing rollable correx>>
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MAGICLAD - ROLLABLE CORREX
Price list - June 2017

IT’S ALL ABOUT IMPACT 

Designed and built in Great Britain.  Shell-Clad™ Patent Number 2425566 (0508525.3)  European Registered Design Number 778584-001.

Perfect for retail header boards and "long thin bits"
that are difficult to pack securely for shipping.
Simply roll up and pack in a small box - easy!

By far the
easiest
way to
pack long
thin bits!
Example
shows 2m
x 150mm
header
board


